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ABSTRACT  

As cameras integrated with the mobile phones the image files are growing exponentially and there is a need 

of proper management of them. This can be effectively done by using various image-processing techniques. The 

existing system does the management of images for their account holders by providing feature like face 

clustering where the clusters are made for each individuals. These accounts can be logged into N number of 

devices and sometimes people forget logging off. The unknown user of the device can get access to the account. 

The paper does the management of images on offline and also provides features like face clustering, Duplicate or 

near duplicate image detection and identification of textual images. 
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1. INTRODUCTION   

 An image file is a sequence of pixels of certain size each of which have a pixel value based on the 
RGB(red,green,blue) combination. Each pixel possess a color and contribute to the overall image. A single pixel 
cannot be used in representing image but it helps in contributing the overall image. The maximum number of 
pixels that can be placed within the resolution in a sequence defines the quality of the image. An image can be 
considered as a two dimensional or three dimensional matrix based on the number of image channels. For black 
and white image, there are only two channels, black and white therefore two-dimensional matrix. For a color 
image three channels are used known as RCB therefore three-dimensional matrix is used to represent the image. 
The matrix values are the pixels and for a three dimensional matrix the RGB values are combined to form a pixel. 
OpenCV-python which is library of python bindings designed for the computer vision problems. OpenCV-Python 
makes use of numpy arrays which does support for numerical operations in a highly optimized way. These numpy 
values can be a real or complex numbers represented by a finite number of bits.  The image is first get converted 
into a numpy array with N dimension based on the channels the image possess. These images can then be 
processed and displayed on a high-resolution monitor. For display, the image is stored in a rapid-access memory 
buffer memory, which refreshed the monitor at a rate of 25 frames per second to produce a visually continuous 
display. 

   

LITERATURE SURVEY  

  The detection of face coordinates on any images is the primary task for the face clustering task which is 

extracting the bounding region of a face on an image. This can be achieved by a deep study of face detection 

using OpenCv [2]. This is followed by extracting the features of face such as width of mouth, width of eyes, 
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pupil and comparing with the record set and returns the closest record. That record is return along with the label 

where for  

 

that label the attendance system marks as present [4]. Clustering the face images according to identity includes 

two applications one is grouping a collection of face images when no external labelling is done for the images 

and indexing for efficient large scale face retrieval. The clustering problem is composed into two parts, the 

representation and similarity metric for face images and choice of the partition algorithm. The paper propose a 

representation which has been shown to perform very well in image clustering algorithm. . It uses an k-NN 

variant of ConPac , which has a linear time complexity given a k-NN graph, suitable for large datasets [1]. The 

system about near duplicate images which contains extensive bounces of matching image that is not present in 

other images (i.e. non-duplicate images). These image fragments which are present only in a few images are the 

distinctive topographies that differentiate analogous images with disparate images in a modest way. The 

Idiosyncratic topographies are used to compare the images for the recognition of duplicates or near-duplicates. 

By equating the topographies instead of entire images, in the outcome of duplicates or near-duplicates in a huge 

assortment of images [6]. Textual image grouping comes with two important task text detection and text 

recognition. Text recognition follows a sequence which starts with capturing the image that has text which is the 

primary requirement of the processing, Then followed by detecting the signboard which can be 3D, Neon, Creative 

signboard etc. Having different layout with different shapes and angles. Text detection is the next phase where the text 

region on the sign board is identified. Text detection can be done with EAST known as Efficient and Accurate 

Scene Text Detector [5] which uses a simple yet powerful pipeline for accurate text detection on images. This is 

an effective method for identifying the text region on the image after on the region the text recognition can be 

made. This includes identification of text region on a blurred, having broken ligature, variation in size, colour, 

resolution, shape texture, background geometry of text , lighting problem and contrast with background. After finding 

the region the text extraction is done which is also known as localisation [3]. 

    

3. EXISTING SYSTEM  

  The existing system provide a free cloud service for their account holders with certain amount of 

storage for each account. The user device has to be synchronized with the cloud. Now the person can log into N 

number of system and can view, download or modify the image from there. The system minimize the image 

management efforts by providing features like face clustering where the images are made into clusters of each 

individuals and location based clustering where based on the location the image was capture the clustering is 

made. Whenever person forget to log off from any one of the devices an unknown can get access to all the image 

file with that account. 

   

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

The proposed system aims at reducing the management effort and also minimize storage. This is achieved by 
using three techniques namely Face clustering, Duplicate or near duplicate detection and  Text recognition. The 
system uses all the above technique in a flow and as a result the images are organized as clusters of faces and 
textual images. The flow starts with finding the textual images and separating them from the dataset. The 
remaining dataset is passed to the face clustering and followed by duplicate identification on the clusters. 

 

4.1 Textual image grouping: 

This is the first process, In this step the system gets the dataset from any local storage location of the device. 
This part does the management of textual images like meme type images, images with Quotes on it and softcopy 
of student notes. These images serves no purpose after some period of time, But these images will be left in the 
storage for a long time unnecessarily. The system detects the text bounding areas present in the image using 
OpenCV EAST model and based on the number of text or word, the text recognition is used. For images which 
consist more word it is considered as text image and saved in the destination location and for images with 
minimum words the text recognition is used to get what text in it and the system decides whether it is a textual 
image or normal image.  
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Fig 1. Text detection and text extraction from images 

4.2 Face clustering: 

The dataset is the remaining set of images in the system after textual  image grouping is made for which the 
management has to be made. The clustering task begins by converting the images as a numpy arrays. Then the 
arrays is passed to OpenCV face detector which is pre-trained deep learning model, helps in providing the 
bounding coordinates of the face in the image. Then we obtain the description of the image as an 128D vector. 
This is done for all the images in the dataset as a result we have a set of descriptions. These descriptions are passed 
to the Chinese whisper clustering algorithm which performs clustering and return a set of labels of each cluster. 
Using the labels the images are saved as separate clusters. Fig 2. Is the result of image after face clustering. 

                  

      Fig 2. Face clustering on dataset. 

4.3 Duplicate Identification: 

 This process is done only after the clustering step as this part work on the result of the clustering process. The 
dataset for this process is the resultant set of clusters from face clustering. Same image captured many times, same 
image downloads from any social media or same image on separate location of same device still resides on the 
storage as it is. The clustering results contains these duplicates also. So this process does the identification of 
duplicate or near duplicate image on each clusters separately. The resulting duplicate images are grouped so that 
the user can select the one which he/she thinks the best. This is done by extracting the features by SIFT and SURF 
algorithms on the duo of images and comparing the features of the images matching the similar one. 

 The duplicate image files need not be with similar file size, it can be identical images but with different size 

due to some compression technique followed while sharing them on a network. The system detect these 
duplicates also(Fig 3). The below example is set of identical images on which the right one is the compressed one. 
Another sample set are dissimilar image set (Fig 4). 

                        

     Fig 3. Duplicate image set              Fig 4. Non-duplicate image set 
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENCHANCEMENTS 

 

  An optimized automated computer based method is proposed and validated for management of images 

file. The dataset from any specific location is taken and the automation begins with textual image identification 

followed by face clustering process which takes the remaining dataset and performs the clustering, then the 

cluster result are stored on destination location. The duplicate identification performs duplicate image 

identification   present among the cluster resultant.  

In future the system will be capable of grouping location based clustering where the clustering will be 

made based on the location the image was captured. Also on face clustering , images with common person in 

any cluster will be maintained as numpy arrays and can be viewed dynamically only when the person wants 

result of clusters. Further Text detection from images that are not good in quality will also be capable of being 

processed. 
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